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Introduction

Software quality assurance in large organizations 
requires considerable effort
Helping focus such activities based on early estimates of 
software quality is very useful 
Such estimations can be based on a variety of factors,

Previous failures
Evolution metrics
Static code complexity metrics

In this talk we focus on static code complexity measures

Hypothesis

Predictors obtained using H3 from one project also predict 
failure-prone entities in other projects.

H4

There is a combination of metrics which significantly 
predicts the post-release defects of new entities within a 
project.

H3

There is a common subset of metrics for which H1 applies 
in all projects.

H2

Increase in complexity metrics of an entity E correlates with 
the number of post-release defects of E.

H1

Hypothesis



High level description

Bug
Database

CodeCodeCode

Entity Entity Entity

PredictorEntity Failure
probability

1. Collect input data

2. Map post-release failures to defects in entities

3. Predict failure probability for new entities

Version
Database

Background work

Defects and failures
defect refers to an error in the source code, and failure refers to 
an observable error in the program behavior
every failure can be traced back to some defect, but a defect 
need not result in a failure 
For the user, only post-release failures matter. Our approach is 
exclusively concerned with post-release defects, each of them 
uncovered by at least one failure in the field.

Complexity metrics
Basili et al. Eight student projects – LCOM not correlated with 
defects.

Background work 

Subramanyam and Krishnan survey eight empirical studies, all 
showing that OO metrics are significantly associated with defects.

Historical Data
Hudepohl et al. successfully predicted whether a module would 
be defect-prone or not by combining metrics and historical data.  
They used software design metrics as well as reuse information, 
under the assumption that new or changed modules would have 
a higher defect density. 

Contributions

It reports on how to systematically build predictors for post-
release defects from failure history found in the field by 
customers.
It investigates whether object-oriented metrics can predict post-
release defects from the field.
It analyzes whether predictors obtained from one project history
are applicable to other projects.
It is one of the largest studies of commercial software—in terms 
of code size, team sizes, and software users.



Projects researched

Internet Explorer 6
IIS Server
Windows Process Messaging
DirectX
NetMeeting

>1,000,000 Lines of Code

Projects researched

A B C D E
We randomize the projects as A, B, C, D, E

Research questions

Do metrics correlate with failures?
Is there a set of metrics that fits all projects?
Can we predict “failure-prone” modules?
Are predictors applicable across projects?

Metrics and their Correlation
with Post-Release Defects

Spearman rank correlation
(bold: significant at 0.05)



Metrics and their Correlation
with Post-Release Defects

Do metrics correlate with failures?

Project Metrics correlated w/ failure

A #Classes and 5 derived

B almost all

C all except MaxInheritanceDepth

D only #Lines (software was refactored if 
metrics indicated a problem)

E #Functions, #Arcs, Complexity

Project Metrics correlated w/ failure

A #Classes and 5 derived

B almost all

C all except MaxInheritanceDepth

D only #Lines

E #Functions, #Arcs, Complexity

Do metrics correlate with failures?



Is there a set of metrics that fits all 
projects?

Project Metrics correlated w/ failure

A #Classes and 5 derived

B almost all

C all except MaxInheritanceDepth

D only #Lines

E #Functions, #Arcs, Complexity

Is there a set of metrics that fits all 
projects?

Project Metrics correlated w/ failure

A #Classes and 5 derived

B almost all

C all except MaxInheritanceDepth

D only #Lines

E #Functions, #Arcs, Complexity

Can we predict
failure-prone modules?

Basic idea: Combine metrics
Problem: Metrics are intercorrelated
Solution: Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

Principal Components

Component %Variance Cumul %

1 76.6 76.6

2 9.2 85.8

3 6.2 92.0

4 2.8 94.7

5 1.6 96.3

Project E



From the principal components, we can build 
regression models
These can be fed with metrics to predict the 
defect likelihood
Modules can be ranked according to likelihood

Predictive Power 66
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Predictive Power

Project #Components R2 value

A 9 0.741

B 6 0.779

C 7 0.579

D 7 0.684

E 5 0.919

Can we predict
failure-prone modules?

Project #Components R2 value

A 9 0.741

B 6 0.779

C 7 0.579

D 7 0.684

E 5 0.919

Are predictors applicable across 
projects?

Project A B C D E

A • no no no no

B no • yes no no

C no yes • no (yes)

D no no no • no

E no no (yes) no •

Predictive Projects

Predictors learned from project B are applicable to 
project C and vice versa
Project B and C both have a heterogeneous defect 
distribution:

Few modules have all the failures…
and those modules are complex, too

This leads to a good predictive power



Are predictors applicable across 
projects?
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Are predictors applicable across 
projects?

Summary

Metrics correlate with failures
There is no set of metrics that fits all projects
We can predict failure-prone modules
Predictors are applicable across similar projects

Discussed results with teams to drive future work

Future work

More
metrics

More
projects

More
automation

More
data



Process similarity Appendix: Cyclomatic Complexity

Given a program's control flow graph, 
McCabe's Cyclomatic Complexity M is defined as
M = E − N + 2P

where
E = the number of edges of the graph
N = the number of nodes of the graph
P = the number of connected components.

M is equivalently defined to be one larger than the
number of decision points (if/case-statements, while-
statements, etc).
Separate functions or methods are treated as being
independent, disconnected components of the
program's control flow graph.


